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Housekeeping & Announcements

• All attendees are on mute, and video options are turned off.
• The Zoom chat function has been disabled. Please enter your questions in the Zoom Q&A box.
• Follow our COVID-19 Webinar Series here: https://endhomelessness.org/resource/covid-19-webinar-series/
• Upcoming webinars:
  • Using Your Data to Analyze Racial Disparities During the Pandemic – Thursday, May 7th, 3:00pm EST
  • Making Housing Happen In Difficult Times – Tuesday, May 12th, 3:00pm EST
  • Helping Survivors of Domestic Violence and Trafficking Stay Safe During the Pandemic – Thursday, May 14th, 3:00pm EST
• Join the Ending Homelessness Forum - https://forum.endhomelessness.org/login
COMING SOON!

NAEH & NHCHC launching self-paced online courses on:

- Understanding Homelessness
- COVID Overview/CDC Guidance
- Cultural Humility
- Case Management 101
- Trauma Informed Care
- Trauma Informed Supervision
- Harm Reduction

Audience: hotel/motel and congregate shelter staff, new hires w/o prior experience of working with individuals experiencing homelessness, health care, medical, mental and behavioral health staff working with hotel/motel guests and staff.

Stay tuned to the Alliance’s webpages - Coronavirus & Homelessness or the Center for Learning to enroll early next week!
OVERVIEW & FRAMEWORK

Michael Durham
National Healthcare for the Homeless Council
About the National HCH Council

Grounded in human rights and social justice, the National Health Care for the Homeless Council mission is to build an equitable, high-quality health care system through training, research, and advocacy in the movement to end homelessness.

Get involved at nhchc.org/join
What we’re seeing

• Our mantra that Housing is Health Care has never been more obvious.

• While many communities are placing moratoria on sweeps of encampments and other policies that criminalize homelessness, too many others are doing the opposite.

• Libraries and day centers that can ordinarily shelter people during the day are closed, increasing the unsheltered population.

• Many night-time shelters are closing, too.

• Some folks are choosing to stay outside who might normally sleep in the shelters for fear of congregating.
What we’re seeing

• Housing placements and COVID-19 testing seem to focus on people in congregate settings, like shelters or Alternative Care Sites.

• Many health centers or other homeless health providers that had outreach services to unsheltered folks have reduced their rounds to minimum services, while others are pivoting to focus outside.

• In lieu of adequate shelter resources and/or political will, some communities are organizing camps in parking lots, open lots, etc.

• Providers are struggling to keep in touch with their clients who sleep outside.
Emerging guidance

- Street Medicine Institute
- Homebase
- CDC
- HUD
- Local outreach guidance:
  - Nashville
  - Oakland
  - Seattle
  - Los Angeles

**IMMEDIATE ACTIONS** for Unsheltered People:
- Non-congregate, CDC-compliant shelter and no sweeps
- Robust outreach, screening, and testing protocols to assess needs
- Referrals and safe transportation to shelter and housing
- Hygiene resources
- Protective supplies for clients and staff and training for staff in social distancing, sanitation, hygiene, and harm reduction practices
- Access to appropriate health care
- Engage people with lived experience to inform response and improve practice
FOCUSING ON PEOPLE WHO ARE UNSHELTERED AT THE STATE LEVEL

Kendall Cloeter
State of VA DCHD
DHCD is committed to creating safe, affordable and prosperous communities to live, work and do business in Virginia.
DHCD’s Homeless and Special Needs Housing Unit:
• Ensuring homelessness is rare, brief, and non-recurring.
• Administers a continuum of state- and federally-funded homeless service programs to address housing and stabilization services for individuals and families at-risk of or experiencing homelessness.
• Works closely with communities and service to ensure comprehensive homeless services are provided effectively and efficiently in accordance with best-practice models to maximize limited resources.
Commonwealth of Virginia’s COVID-19 Homelessness Response

March 23: E.O. 53 (Closure of Non-essential businesses)
March 30: E.O. 55 (Stay at Home Order)

Adapting existing efforts

Creating a new response for a new time
Commonwealth of Virginia’s COVID-19 Homelessness Response

• Who is most at risk of complications due to COVID-19?
  • Focus #1: Persons experiencing unsheltered homelessness

• Other major areas of concern?
  • Focus #2: Guests of shelters that close during the day
Commonwealth of Virginia’s COVID-19 Homelessness Response
April 3: Governor Northam announces $2.5 million in emergency response funds to provide emergency shelter for the appx. 1,500 Virginians who are currently unsheltered and guests of shelters that require them to leave during the day.
Commonwealth of Virginia’s COVID-19 Homelessness Response

March 23:
E.O. 53 (Closure of Non-essential businesses)

March 30:
E.O. 55 (Stay at Home Order)

April 3:
$2.5 million announced

April 3:
Wave #1 announced to CoCs/LPGs
• Wave #1: COVID-19 Emergency Response Funding
• Eligible uses: To support emergency shelter operations
  • Case Management and Supportive Services
  • Outreach
  • Transportation
  • Hotel or Motel vouchers – Non-congregate sheltering
  • Cleaning supplies
  • Food
  • Costs to secure additional congregate sheltering space if needed
Commonwealth of Virginia’s COVID-19 Homelessness Response

• Results
  • Informal, not statewide – yet
  • Decrease and functional end to unsheltered homelessness
  • Able to engage individuals who had been resistant
    • Emergency shelter and supportive services
Commonwealth of Virginia’s COVID-19 Homelessness Response

• Next steps / Planning for Wave #2 of funding
  • Continue emergency sheltering
  • Focus on exits to permanent housing: help newly engaged clients access PH with financial assistance and supportive services
STREET MEDICINE & OUTREACH DURING THE PANDEMIC

Rachel Biggs
Albuquerque Health Care for the Homeless
Albuquerque Health Care for the Homeless (AHCH)

- Albuquerque was one of the original 19 cities nationwide to participate in the pilot and develop the HCH model in 1985.

- AHCH is a freestanding FQHC and standalone 330(h) HCH project.

- Provides integrated primary medical and dental, behavioral health and social services through extensive outreach and at its central services campus.
- Over 100 staff

- Serves nearly 7,000 people without homes each year.

- Serves exclusively people without homes, 95-98% at or below 100% Federal Poverty Line.

- NM expanded Medicaid in 2014. Clients were traditionally 85-95% uninsured, now that is flipped.
- Field-based care is a hallmark of AHCH’s model for delivery of integrated health services with the purpose of engagement and breaking down barriers and a two-pronged goal of taking services out to the field and/or linking people into AHCH or other site-based services.

- “...the provision of medical care directly to those living and sleeping on the streets through mobile services such as walking teams, medical vans and outdoor clinics.” (streetmedicine.org)
AHCH COVID-19 Street Medicine

- COVID-specific street medicine outreach
- Outreach teams scout locations and report back to medical teams
- Emphasis on engagement, meeting people where they are, and COVID-19 education
- Integrated primary care at shelters and isolation hotels through extensive collaboration
- Mobile COVID-19 testing
AHCH mobilized street medicine response team through increased coordination with City, shelters, and Emergency Departments, to respond to rough sleepers affected by this pandemic.
AHCH COVID-19 3 Phase Response

Phase 1 Response
- Setting up isolation/ quarantine areas for persons experiencing homelessness
- De-intensifying shelters
- Removing high-risk individuals for grave morbidity with COVID from large congregate settings
- Percent of AHCH staff time on outreach increased

Phase 2 Response – Scale Up of COVID-19 Operations
- Focus on supporting individuals in time of COVID and on preventing further morbidity in other areas of health.

Phase 3 Response – Post-Event/New Normal
- Individuals will present in a sicker state than when AHCH last saw them as many will have been out of care and medication for several months
- Potential increase in number of people seeking services
Harm Reduction and COVID-19

- Increased need for Harm Reduction Services including:
  ▪ Syringe Exchange
  ▪ Narcan
- Extensive COVID-19 harm reduction specific education
- Leadership in coordinated street outreach response system with the City of Albuquerque
COVID-19 Outreach Education Examples

What is COVID-19?
COVID-19, an illness caused by a newly identified type of coronavirus, can cause a respiratory infection and lead to health problems. It's usually mild and most people recover quickly if they have it, but it can be very serious for people with stressed immune systems or underlying conditions or older adults, so it's important to stay informed. COVID-19 is spread from person-to-person by coughing or sneezing and getting exposed to droplets that have the virus in them.

What are the symptoms of COVID-19?
The main symptoms feel like the flu or a really bad cold:
- Fever
- Cough
- Pain when taking a deep breath
- Shortness of breath/difficulty breathing
- Fatigue
- Diarrhea
- Loss of sense of smell

Who is at increased risk?
- People 60 years old and older
- People with certain medical conditions such as heart disease, lung disease, diabetes, kidney disease and weakened immune systems

Prevention
- Wash your hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds. Using an alcohol-based hand sanitizer—it must have at least 60% alcohol in it—can also kill the virus.
- Avoid close contact with people who are sick.
- Cover your cough and sneeze with a tissue and throw it away in a lined trash can, or if you don’t have a tissue, cough into the bend of your elbow. Wash hands with soap and water afterwards.
- Use a mask to anyone who is coughing and ask them to wear it.

What is COVID-19?
COVID-19 is spread from person-to-person by coughing or sneezing and getting exposed to droplets that have the virus in them.

What are the symptoms of COVID-19?
The main symptoms feel like the flu or a really bad cold:
- Fever
- Cough
- Pain when taking a deep breath
- Shortness of breath/difficulty breathing
- Fatigue
- Diarrhea
- Loss of sense of smell

Prevention
- Good hand washing is the most effective way to prevent yourself from getting sick. This means washing your hands often with soap and water and rubbing for at least 20 seconds.
- Make sure you know where restrooms and handwashing stations are. If you do not have access to water—use hand sanitizer.
- Social distancing is important to prevent spread—for example, stand 6 feet away from others, don’t share utensils, and do not gather in groups larger than 5 people.
- The CDC recently updated recommendations that everyone wear a mask while in public. If you are sleeping in close quarters with others or must go out into crowded places, please consider covering your face.

Tents
- Try not to share or hang out in tents with anyone else unless you share space with your partner.
- Set up your tents/sleeping quarters with at least 12 feet x 12 feet of space per individual.
- Do not hang out in large groups (more than 5 people) and try to limit your time in large groups and crowds.

If You Are Sick

Albuquerque Health Care for the Homeless
HCHs play essential role in bridging gap between homeless assistance providers and public health:

- Hold crucial role in standing up a response across homeless service providers including training staff across systems with health care for the homeless lens, coordinating provision of services, and serving as resources for emergency shelter and outreach workflows.

- Assist in keeping homeless service programs operational by providing health care expertise.

- Through the National HCH Council and peer-to-peer, HCHs are continuously linked to a practice community within communities nationally. AHCH’s strategic priority, intent, and practice/role in this crisis is to identify, synthesize, and share/recommend policy and practice locally.
Contact Information

Rachel Biggs, MA
Policy Director
RachelBiggs@abqhch.org

Albuquerque Health Care for the Homeless
abqhch.org
GETTING UNSHELTERED PEOPLE INTO NON-CONGREGATE SHELTER AND HOUSING

Marco Santana
LAFH
LA Family Housing Engagement COVID Response
LAFH Goals During COVID

1. Education & Prevention
2. Access to testing
3. Access to Shelter Options
4. PH Prioritization
Education and Prevention

• The goal is to continue providing knowledge about what COVID-19 is, updated symptoms to look out for, and educational materials on COVID-19 and social distancing.

• With the support of LA County we have been able to focus on hygiene and set up hand wash stations in larger encampment settings to promote hygiene and reduction of spread.

• We have made an emphasis to regularly provide non-perishable snacks, waters, and have also begun providing meal deliveries. Something the rest of LA County is providing as well.

• We’ve partnered with partner agencies such as the YMCA who is focusing on providing showers to unsheltered folks during this time
Access to testing

- Life Safety Teams in City of Los Angeles.
  - This is a full interdisciplinary and interagency endeavor where LAFH staff are joined with DMH, LAPD/SD, and including a medical component with the intent to increase field testing
  - Staff work to identify appropriate encampments/sites
  - The goal is make testing more available for encampment settings where people may be symptomatic
  - As we know, our homeless neighbors will likely be behind the curve so it’s important to include testing and quarantining when appropriate
  - As of last Friday, this has accumulated to a total of 3,000 wellness checks, delivery of 4,000 meals, and more than 1,000 COVID-19 tests administered
Access to Shelter Options

• LA County regularly operates a winter shelter program. First thing that occurred is the County extended it’s winter shelter program to last throughout the remainder of 2020. Providing much needed access to safe haven.

• The City of LA turned its Parks and Rec Centers into socially distanced emergency shelters, repositioning City staff to operate the facilities during this time.

• For our neighbors not immediately accessing shelters sites, due to availability or other factors, we had provided tents for folks who might need the space to be more socially isolated from others.
There also have been I/Q, Isolation and Quarantine, sites that have been set up to Isolate and Quarantine unsheltered participants that either have tested positive, are symptomatic and awaiting results, or have been exposed and need testing.

The State of California has rolled out Project Room Key (PRK), also identified as Tier 1 sites. The State, County of LA, and City of LA have teamed up to identify motel sand hotels to house our unsheltered clients

- PRK is intended to prioritize our unsheltered neighbors who also are our most medically vulnerable. They identify as 65+, a chronic respiratory condition, or other underlying health condition – per CDC guidance.
- These sites are staffed round the clock by RN’s, Service Provider staff, and other supplemental staff.
- In Los Angeles County, PRK has provided housing for more than 1,500 of LA’s most vulnerable at the 22 contracted sites, also providing an economic bonus by bringing back motel staff.
Project Room Key and Encampments

• LA Family Housing has been able to successfully move over 400 participants into PRK. We have made a focus to conduct this with group encampments. We specified our efforts to move 2 large and historic encampments into our newest site and have had huge successes.

• There was one encampment specifically, over in our Pacoima area which we called, Paxton and Bradley. This encampment consisted of over 40 residents who were 65+ and medically vulnerable, that had grown up and become displaced in that area of the San Fernando Valley, this being all they knew.

• There is some historic context to this as well, being that this encampment consisted of all People of Color, specifically African American's whereas now the makeup of the community is majority Latino.

• The group of 40+ felt comfortable in making this switch because of the efforts that were put in, and the resolve LAFH showed in moving them as a community.
COVID RESPONSE
SPA 2 RESOURCES

Airtel Hotel 260 Rooms
Canoga Park Hotel 50 Rooms
Reseda Hotel 70 Rooms
Santa Clarita – B2H -

NoHo RAP site – 40 Cots
Pacoima Winter shelter -
Granada Hills RAP site – 40
Woodland Hills RAP site – 40
LAFH Bridge Housing
Room Key Entry to Safe Exit Plan

1. Warm Hand-Off & Enrollment to Hotel
   - Referrer completes “Tier 1 Assessment” & “Referral in Clarity HIMIS.
   - Referrer completes “COVID Safe Certification/Status Form” with participant signature & uploads in Clarity to participant profile.
   - Referrer completes “Self Certification of Non-Violence Form” with participant signature & uploads in Clarity to participant profile.
   - Referrer & LATHF Motel Triage Member coordinate intake appointment day & time.
   - Referrer arranges transportation to motel.
   - LATHF Motel Triage Member reviews Clarity Profiles & will communicate with referring provider if additional action is needed prior to participant coming on site.
   - LATHF Motel Triage Member coordinates with Data Team Member to complete enrollment to Tier 1 Motel Stay Clarity.
     - All documents will be uploaded in Clarity prior to Data Team Member Completing Enrollment.
     - Motel Room is updated and Intake Staff is notified.

2. Collaborative Assessment
   - LATHF Intake Staff contacts participant within first 24 hours of arrival, introduces self and goes over assessment.
   - LATHF Intake Staff contacts Referrer and collects collaborative assessment information needed to identify existing housing options or existing programs that can assist with safe exit from current housing placement (e.g., DMP, EVC, etc.).
   - LATHF Intake Staff obtains all “Release of Information” documents to communicate with outside providers.
   - LATHF Intake Staff reviews Clarity & CVAMM database to begin coordination of care existing providers.
   - LATHF Intake Staff coordinates with DHHS to identify existing provider (if any) & establish telephonic linkage during Assessment period.
   - LATHF Intake Staff complete Collaborative Assessment prior to discharge. If discharge occurs on day 1-4, telephone contact is required to collect/verify information for continuous care.
   - LATHF Intake Staff documents every interaction with participant in Clarity & complete a Summary Care Note in Clarity at end of Assessment Period.
     - If applicable: LATHF Intake Staff completes CES assessment or follows guidance to creating/conducting CES Score if applicable at end of Assessment period.
     - Identifies LATHF Tier 1 Care Coordinator & provides recommendations to resume case plan.

3. Creating Collaborative “Room Key Safe Exit Plan”
   - LATHF Tier 1 Care Coordinator reviews Collaborative Assessment.
   - LATHF Tier 1 Care Coordinator begins telephone contact with participant to complete Room Key Safe Exit Plan.
   - LATHF Tier 1 Care Coordinator continues communication with existing provider to support existing case management activities that support stability.
     - LATHF Tier 1 Care Coordinator acts as liaison between participant and existing provider, not an additional case manager.
     - LATHF Tier 1 Care Coordinator completes “Room Key Safe Exit Plan” with participant over course of 1-4 telephone contacts.
   - LATHF Tier 1 Care Coordinator documents every interaction with participant in Clarity.

4. Monitoring Participant Success in “Room Key Safe Exit Plan”
   - LATHF Tier 1 Care Coordinator continues weekly telephone contact with participant.
   - 1) Assess progress towards goals of “Room Key Safe Exit Plan”
   - 2) Update goals and plans as needed.
   - LATHF Tier 1 Care Coordinator continues communication with existing provider to monitor ongoing progress towards case management activities.
     - LATHF Tier 1 Care Coordinator will also support the Provider in the existing program to handle cost and coordination of: transportation needs to off-site appointments, gift cards or other auxiliary items that support participant in accessing basic need or quality of life items.
   - LATHF Tier 1 Care Coordinator documents every interaction with participant in Clarity.

5. Safe Exit & Termination of Participant from Room Key Hotel
   - LATHF Tier 1 Care Coordinator works collaboratively with Room Key Coordinator to determine exit date, check out from room, and exit destination.
   - LATHF Tier 1 Care Coordinator assists with coordinating care amongst existing providers and Room Key Coordinator to exit destination.
   - LATHF Tier 1 Care Coordinator will complete all Clarity documents to exit from program.

LATHF Tier 1 Care Coordinator will communicate with Data Team member to ensure all exit documents are complete to complete Clarity Exit.
The end game of all of these sites of course is to have an exit plan into Permanent Housing for our unsheltered neighbors. Here are some of the things we’re doing at LAFH and the County to make this happen:

- LAHSA has given guidance that 80% of our PSH stock to be prioritized for participants in PRK.
- LAFH is assigning designated Housing Coordinators as well as the PRK staff to conduct a collaborate assessment and goals with our participants.
- LAFH is also directing our Employment Services staff as well as our Location Services staff to prioritize all listings and job opportunities for PRK participants.
Thank You!

• Thank you to my team, specifically my colleagues Elyssa Rosen and Alynn Gausvik.
• Thank you to our partner agencies for being able to assist us throughout this
Questions?

Michael Durham
MDurham@nhchc.org

Kendall Cloeter
kendall.cloeter@dhcd.virginia.gov

Rachel Biggs
RachelBiggs@abqhch.org

Marco Santana
MSantana@LAFH.org
Take action on CARES 2 legislation now!

The next few weeks will determine how much Congress will invest in homelessness and housing during the pandemic.

New legislation called CARES 2 is now being written to expand the investments made by the CARES Act.

Contact your Senators and Representatives now:

https://endhomelessness.org/actions/letter-cares-2-should-provide-more-homelessness-and-housing-funds/